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THE USE OF COMPARISON STANDARDS
IN CUSTOMER SATISFACTION RESEARCH

AND MANAGEMENT:
A REVIEW AND PROPOSED TYPOLOGY
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Diane Halstead
The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

白lis paper reviews the conceptualization, me部urement， and empirical fmdings related to the use of altemative .comparison
standards in ωnsumer satisfaction research. The evolution ofthis construct is analyzed with respectω: 1) the move from a single
standard to multiple standards, 2) the contingent factors which· influence comparison s阳dard choice, and 3) 由e effects of
a阳nativeωmparisonstandards on satisfaction judgments. Evidence suggests that the type ofcomparison standard determines
the nature ofits relationship with satisfaction. A typology ofcom阴rison 剖m也rds is developed, and implications for satisfaction
research and managerial practice are provided.

INTRODUCTION

Consumer satisfaction research has increased dramatically 扭

曲e I部t two decades (Woodruff and Gardial 1996). Many
firms are using customer satisfaction data to diagnose product
quality and service problems, improve cusωmer retention
rates, or document the effectiveness of a Total Quality
Management (TQ附 program. Recent research on the
cusω'mer 臼.tisfaction;...profitability link has also contributed to
the inα'ease in (and perceived importance of) consumer
satisfaction research (e.g., Fomell and Wemerfelt 1987; Rust
and zahorik 1993). 白tis research documents the empirical
chain that begins with c田ω，mer 跑出faction and culminates in
increased pro伽bility (via higher c四omer loyalty, improved
retention rates, and increased market share). Thus, consumer
satisfaction issues have substantial bottom-line fmancial
implications as well 挝 quality and service considerations.

Given the 画lportance of consumer satisfaction research 阳

cuπ'ent managerial practice, an examination of the exact
determinants ofsatisfaction and a review ofprevious research
seem appropriate. Limitations in current conceptualizations,
opel唰onalizations， and/or research methodology with respect
to consumer satisfaction should be addressed. To this end，也is

research examines the role of one of the primary drivers of
consumer罚出伽tion: the prepurchase comparison s阳也rd(s)

consumers use against which performance is compared.

白Ie concept ofcomparison standards has played a central role
in models of consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction (CSID).
Comparison standards refer to the referents used by
consumer百 to .evaluate product per岛rmance and for四

disconfmnation and satisfaction judgments. An early
conceptualization w臼 Olive由 (1980) notion of四dim血

exoec钮tions( i.e. ， predictions about a product's overall
performance or a阳ibute levels) 部 a prep町由自e stand缸d.

咀Ie process ofωn岛四ing 町 discon也min也 prior expectations
then leads to consumer judgments of (dis)satisfaction.
Referred to 困 the expec臼ncy-disω'nfmnation process，也is

p创叫igm dominated early satisfaction research (Cardo囚

1965; Anderson 1973; Olson and Dover 1976; LaTour and
Peat 1979; Oliver 1980; Churchill and Surprenant 1982;
Bearden and TeeI1983).

Recent research has called for a re-examination of the
衍aditional expectations construct, arguing for the use of
altemative comparison standards (Woodruff et at. 1991;
Bou1ding et al. 1993; Gardial et at. 1993, 1994; Spreng and
Olshavsky 1993; Woo的ff 1993; Zei由amI， Be町， and
Parasuraman 1993). A survey of the standards literature
reveals a lack ofconsensus on the exact nature and meaning
of 也is construct, however. Little s凶1也rdization in
terminology, concepωal development and measurement is
evident (岛r reviews see Woodruffet at. 1991 and Gardial et
al. 1993). To 也旬， comparison standards based on mdi皿旦
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exoec幅tionsιaT，ωr and Peat 1979; Oliver 1980)，姐姐皇

σ'arasuraman， Zeithaml, and Ber可 1988)， g单单~(Spre吨 and

Olshavsky 1993), oroduct and brand exoeriences(W∞命U霄，

Cadot饵， and Jenkins 1983; Cado悔， Woodru缸; and Jenkins
1987), brand comoarisons (Prakash 1984), and皿皿且(Miller

1977; Tse and Wilton 1988; Oliver and Swan 1989) have all
been proposed or tested. Sep缸ate models have even been
developed for service expectations (Ze恤缸时， Berry， and
Parasuraman 1993).

αIe problem with the broadening ofthe comparison s组n也rd

construct has been the resulting variation in its theoretical
relationships with 回tisfaction ， other satisfaction antecedents
(e.g., disconfirmation), and satisfaction outcomes. In fact,
Peterson and Wilson (1992) noted 也at antecedents such 臼

expectations may be partiallyresponsible 岛r the unusually
skewed di由ibutions of observed satisfaction scores (p. 62).
Theoretical relationships v缸y depending on the type of
stan也rd employed and measurement timing (Cadotte,
Woo命uff， and Jenkins 1987; Oliver 1987; Halstead 1993).
咀Iep缸ticular stan也r.ds used by∞nsumers have, in tum, been
found to vary ae∞rding to numerous situational faeωrs (e.g.,
Cado缸， Woodruff, and Jenkins 1987; Bolting and Woodruff
1988; Gardial et at. 1993). Differences in 也e comparison
standards used (or recalled) by. consumers in postpurch臼e

situations 臼 opposed to the more 食equent1y studied
prepurchase contexts have also been documented (Halstead
1993; G缸dial et al. 1994).

From a managerial perspective, the variation in consumers'
usage of comparison standards poses challenges 笛 well.

Identifying 也e appropriate comparison s阳dard used by
consumers in a given usage s伽lation will be important if
satisfaction isωbe effectively undersω。d and managed. For
example, knowing阳tcus阳ners desire product 严r岛nnance

which is identical 阳 (or better than) a competing brand will
help in product design.

Given the variety ofωmparisons饱ndards used in satisfaction
research, a criti臼1 review ofthis ∞，nstruct is needed. Several
calls for a typology of comparison剑and缸'ds have also been
made(Cadot饨， Woodruff, and Jenkins 1987; Woodruff et al.
1991; Gardial et al. 1993). Accordingly ，也is paper reviews
the conceptual and methodological differences in the major
由ldies that examined the standards issue in satisfaction. 白Ie

evolution 仕om a single expectations type (expectations 臼

predictions)ωmultiple comparison s阳ldar，也 is d∞umented.

Next，也es副!ational factors influencing consumers' choice of
comp缸ison standards are discussed. 币lis is followed by a
proposed typology of comparison standards in an a阳mptto

integra忧也e findings on consumer comparison standards and
guide future satisfaction research. Finally, managerial and
research implications are presented.
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BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Table 1 presents asumm缸y of the comparison
s阳也rdSI跑出faction sωdies appearing in some ofthe major
marketing journals (i.e., JM, JM民 JCR， JAMS, JR) since
1965. Frequently cited proceedings and articles 食'om the
customer satisfaction 叩ecialty journal JCSID & CB were also
included. Given space limitations, not every· study was
included, but the majority of important studies is included in
Table 1.

Several his阳rical trends can be noted. First, as early 甜甜Ie

1970s，而回缸chers hypothesized that consumer satisfaction
might be based on more than one type ofexpectation (e.g.,
Olson and Dover 1976; Mill町 1977). Olson and Dover
criticized the "sho馆un approaches" used by previous
E穹searchers in 也e manipulation ofe呵>eet剧。郎郎，tcre甜d "a
concep阳al vagueness reg缸'ding 也e expectation ∞nstruc俨(p.

168). Miller then identified a v缸iety ofconsumer剑m也rds

against which performan臼 might be compared, including~
MW (what "can be"), the Exoected(what "will be勺，血皇
Minimum Tolerable(what "must be")，姐dthe De随同时 (what

"should be叮.

币Ie empirical 副ldies that folio叩ved may have b出n responding
ωOlson and Dover's criticism in that a very narrow 叩，pro部h

to the concep仙alization ofexpe吼甜ons emerged讪也enext

decade. Overwhelmingly，而searchers followed the LaTour
and Peat (1979) and Oliver (1980) defin副onofexpec剧。由，

predictive beliefs about a product's a由ibute and/or
performan臼 levels. Thus, a single comparison standard
emerged--predictive expectations--Miller's concept of what
"will be." With a few ex臼严ions，也ese empirical studies
邵阳。rted a positive relationship between exp四tations and
satisfaction.

For example, a second trend documented in Table 1 is the
di岱rence in empirical results with respect to various 蜘dy

characteristics. One critical di能rence is the 位ning ofthe
comparison standard measurement Studies that m回sured

expec饭dons ~ pr，叫削 exposure often found either
盟g旦旦出严ctationsl跑出faction relationships (Kennedy and
Thirkell 1988; Droge and Halstead 1991) or 皿 si伊ifi，臼nt

relationship (e.g., Anderson and Sullivan 1990). Me臼町ing

expectations ~鱼~ product exposure resulted in a 回国血皇

relationship betw臼nex严ctations and satisfaction (e.g.,Oliver
1980; Oliver and DeS胁。 1988; Tse and Wilton 1988). One
conclusion that can be reaehed is 也at these differences 缸e

more than just research artifacts. 币lat is, standards used in
prepurch臼e versus po啕urch出e contexts actually do differ,
and that any typology of standards should reflect 也e pre
versus post-usage classification.
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TABLE 1
THE USE OF COMPARISON STANDARDS IN CONSUMER SATISFACTION RESEARCH

Study Conceptualization Research Measurement Research Findings
Method Timing

Cardozo 1965 Infonnation gathered from a Laboratory Expectations Expectations (and effort) had direct, positive
V缸iety ofsoorωs which is used experiment measured before e能ct on product evaluations for both product
as a guidelineωevaluate a product exposure. and shopp-ing experience. Consumer satisfaction
product involves evaluation ofan entire product offering.

Anderson Expectations viewed within 伽e Laboratory Expectations Assimiluation-ωntrast theory w部 supported.

1973 ωntext o(foor psychological experiment measured before Product ratings were assimilatedωw 町d

theories;never clearly product exposure expectations (a positive relationship) until
ωnωptualized expectations were very high, when evaluation

decreased significantly (aωn位部t effect).

Olson'and Expect孤ions conceptualized as Long 饨dinal副 Expectations Product usage experience had a strong impact on
Dover 1976 individual beliefelements in a 1必oratory manipulated belief-expeetancy elements ofωgnitive

∞nsumer's ∞，gnitive strucωm experiment before product S位uCtur晤， supporting the argument that
regarding the product; the per- exposure expectations are specific beliefs within
ceived likelihood that a product consumers'ω ，gnitive structure. Thus, existing
possesses a certain character- theories on beliefs and attitudes can be used in
istics or attribute or willlead to a consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction resear百h.

particul缸 eventoroutωme.

Miller 1977 4 types ofexpectations were NA* NA* Model proposed that the satisfaction process sorts
defined: out different "types" ofexpectations broughtωa
The Ideal: what p笛fonnance purchas e/I∞nsumption situation and suggested
"can be" consideration of "Iatiωdes"ofsatisfaction and
The Expected: what pe巾nnanω dissatisfaction. Suggested scales for each
"will be" expectation type were provided.
The Minimum Tolerable: what
per也nnance "must be"
The Deserved: what pe由nnance

"should be"

LaTourand pre∞nsumption beliefs about NA· NA· Model proposed basing ωnsumer satisfaction on
Peat 1979 the overall per岛nnanceor Thibaut and Kelley's (1959) comparison level

at甜ibute levels ofa product theory. Satisfaction with an outcome is
de始nnined by the discrepancy between 也e

out∞me anda ωmparison standard. Three
factors detennlne theωImparison level: (I)
outωmωdirectlyexperienced, (2) out∞mesof

similar others, and (3) special expectations
created by the Interaction.

Oliver 1980 In general, expec饱:tions were Field survey Expectations Expectations were positively relatedω

ωnceptualized as the initial measured before satisfaction.
standard or reference point product exposure
against which subsequent
jud伊ents are m毗.
Specifiω lIy， Oliver followed
Olson and Dover's (1976) view
uzat expedalom am p「 uertceibivuetEd
beliefprobabilities of
occurrenω. He operationalized
themsimilar ωattitudes ， i.e.，创

out∞me beliefprobabilities
times the evaluation ofoutcome
beliefs.

Swanand 阶-epurchase beliefs about how a Field survey Expectations Expectations and satisfaction were positively
Trawick 1981 product will pc由nnon measured before related.

important attributes. product exposure
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TABLE 1 CONTINUED

Study Conceptualization R臼earch Measurement Research Findings
Method Timing

Churchill and Anticipated pe由nnance ， which Laboraωry Expectations were Plant: Expectations had negative effect on
Surprenant is a function ofprior∞nsump- experiment manipulated before disconfi口nation; direct effect on satisfaction.
1982 tion experienωand infonnation product exposure VDP: Expectations had no significant effect on

available. satisfaction, but had an indirect e能cton

disconfinnation.

W∞命uff， Experience -b岱ed norms replace NA· NA· Proposed model extended the disconfinnation
Cadotte and expec饱tions as standard ofcom- paradigm by offering an expanded view ofhow
Jenkins 1983 parison. F，ωaI brand expecta- prior product category and brand-specific

tions wereωncetual 泣ed as pre- experienωs influence dis∞nfinnation. It also
dictions 他outpe由nnanceof reconceptualizcd the linkage between the
the focal brand. Experience- ∞gnitive process and emotion. Fifteen research
based norms represent what a hypotheses were su自.estcd.

岛cal brand should be able ω
achieve. Two types ofexper-
ience-based nonns were
identified: (1) brand-based
norms (when one brand
dominates∞nsumer exper-
ienω吟， and (2) product-based
norms (when consumers have
experience with several brands

Beardenand Summation ofωnsumer belief Longitudinal Expectations Exp哩ctations were positively relatedω

Teel1983 油out relevant product a伽ibutes. survey measured before satisfaction.
and after product
exposure

Westbrook Followed Day's (1977) Fields町veys Expectations Expectations were significantly positively related
1987 ∞neepωd泣ationofthe measured after to satisfaction 岛ra悦。s， but not for cable TV.

s由~ective likelihood of product exposure.
receiving product benefits,
incurring problems and ∞到s，

overalllevels ofexpectation and
anticipation.

Oliver and Consumers' subjective NA· NA· Model proposed three dimensions ofexpect剧。n
Winer 1987 evaluations ofthe value ofthat processing: 1) arousal Oeading ωpassive or

"优ibute at a particular point in active expectations), 2) knowability (leadingω

time. Value is a function of 1) 胁。wable or unknowable out∞mes)， and3)
the evaluation ofthe subjective unωrtainty or ambiguity. Each ωmponent 世len

level ofthe attribute and, 2) has alcoisminsUpo晦nSdUinEgZ valence.COEK创bution ofthe
evaluations ofthe at创bu旬's model is in the suggestion ofooωrtainty ，

ooce阳inty， ambiguity, and ambiguity, and unknowability as at创buteswhich

ooknowability. should be incorporated in expectations.

Cadot饵， Experience-based norms were Longitudinal Stand缸ds Product norms and best brand norms were better
Woodruffand introduced as a substitute for survey measured before at explaining satisfaction variation 由anbrand

Jenkins 1987 缸百ditional focal brand product expectations. Comparison standards have
expectations. The norms reflect exposure differential effects on the prediction of
∞nsumers'desired perfonnance satisfaction depending on the product c础gory

and are cons国ined by the and situation.
per岛nnanωconsumers think is
possible based on their ∞ncrete

experience(s) with known
brands. Three ωmpariωn

stan也rds were evaluated: (1)
product type nom恼， (2) best
brand nonns, and (3) brand
expectations.
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Researcb Findings

-凰

Tseand 币lree ∞mparison 锐andards The three standards had di酶rential e岱cts on
WiIωn 1988 were reviewed and tes能d: (I) satisfaction. Expectations had a direct positive

饵pected (a producfs expected e能ct. Equity had no significant e岱ct， and ideal
。r most likely performance; what had an indirect negative e能ct on satisfaction.
"will" be, (2) ideal (the optimal
.performance a consumer can
hope for; what "can be," and (3)
equity 仙e performance the
consumer oughtωor deservesω
receive).

Kennedyand The benefits and∞sts associated Mail survey Expectations Expectations and 剑tiSfaction were positively
Thirkell 1988 with 缸tore product usage; both with follow-up measured after correlated for satisfied customers, but negatively

a由ibute-specific and overall telephone product expos町e. correlated for dissatisfied cusωmers.

expectations were identified survey.

Oliverand 阶epurch笛e predictions of L必or脚ry Expectations oEnxpseactitsaattoctnisonhwadMaestlzpwalasωnonttapsoIstitlve e能ct
E剧的01988 product performance experiment manipulated before arge as the

charac能ristics used satisfaction effects ofdisconfirmation and performance on
as a baseline for measurement satisfaction.
disω，nfmnation judgments.

Anderson and Used Oliver's (1980)de. Telephone survey Expectations Expectationswere positively relatedωquality

Sullivan 1990 finition ofexpectations: measured after and disconfirmation, but notωsatisfaction.
prepurchase adaptation service exposure When quality is difficultωevalu 蹄， expecta-
standard used as a base-line tions played a greater role in predicting
forpostp町ch岱e evaluations. satisfaction

Drogeand Prepurchase beliefs or Telephone survey Expectations Expectations signifiωndy predicted satisfac-
Halstead 1佣l predictions about future measured after tion and affect for complainer 嚣， notnon-

per也，rmanωused 笛 a product exposure ∞mpl剑ners.
standard ofωmparison.

W∞druffet Five types ofstand町'dswere NA* NA* Emphasized likelihood ofmultipleωmparison
aI. 1991 reviewed: 饵peetations ， standards used in satisfaction responses, with

equity, experience-based standards changing as to ty肘， level ，

norms, ideal and promises. perceptual distinctiveness, and means-end
hierarchy level

Zeitham1. Olson and Dover's (1979) Focus group Expectations Aωnceptual model w;挝 proposed which
Be町， and definition ofproduct ex- interviews assessed in open- defined the naωre and determinants of
Parasuraman pee恼，tionsw部 expandedω ended questions by consumers' service expectations. Seventeen
1993 include services. Ex- explora串ory focus service expectations propositions were

pectations are pr由ial be-Iiefs groups presented and divided into four groups: (I)
about a product which serve the expected serviceωmponen t， (2)
as a standard ofcomparison antecedents ofdesired serviω ， (3) antecedents
against which subsequent 。fadequate service, and (4) anteωdents of
perfor-mance is judged. 3 both predic臼d and desired service. 四lemodel

types ofservice expectations distinguished between satisfaction and service
were identified:(I) pre-dicted quality assessments by arguing 偏低 predicted

service expecta-tions (the service is relevant only for the latter.
service level CDSωmers
believe is like-Iyωoωur) ，(2)

desired service expectations
{伽e service level cusωmers
hopeωreceive) ， and(3)
adequate 优rvice expecta-
tions (the service level
customers will accept).
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TABLE 1 CONTINUED

Study Conceputalization Research Measurement Research Findings
Method Timing

Sprengand Consumer desires was Laboraωry Expectations Expectations did not have a strong significant
Olshavs均 1993 used as the ∞mparison experiment manipulated before effect on satisfaction, but desires did. Desires

standard rather than ex- product exposure congruency had a significant powe而且I effect
pectations. Desires were on satisfaction whereas disconfirmation of
defined as the a伽ibutes ， Desires(benefit expectations had no effect Re唱valuation of
levels of attribut邸， and levels) measured 世Ie expentan ∞-dis∞nfirmation paradigm is
benefits that consumer百 before product recommended.
believe willlead ωhigher exposure
level values that ∞mprise

their life goals and guide
their behaviors. Desires
∞由伊lency is used in-
steadofthe 笛aditional

disconfirmation ofex-
pectations.

Boulding et aI. 2 classes ofexpectations Study 1: Study I: Study I: Will (should) expec倒ions positively
1993 were defined: Will ex- L必oraω'ry Expectations (negatively) influenced perceptions ofquality.

阴阳lions: expec饵tions experiment measured before
about what will happen in and after serviω
nextservi∞ en∞unter exposure
Should expectations:what
should happen in next Stl吻 2:Field Stl1dy 2: Stl1dy 2: Consistent with Stl1dy I.
service encounter, what survey Expectations
cωωmers feel they measured after
appropriately deserve. servIce exposure

Gardial et aI. Standards were classified Personal Verbal泣ations Multiple∞mparison 侃and缸dsusedby

1993 into seven categories interviews elicited after ∞nsumers. Standards used vary according to
including comparisonsω exposureωservice level in the means-end hierarchy (standards
other products, other relatedωproduct use experiences increωedat

people, other use exper- higher levels-i.e., when ωnsequenωswere

iences, other points in ∞nsidered vs. attributes).
time, internal standards,
and marketer supplied
expectations.

Gardial et al. Two broad categories Personal Retrospective 阶e- and postpurchase ∞mparison 阳n也rds

1994 were identified: Pre- and interviews verbalizations varied by type: Other brands used as standard
postpurchase standards. elicited (after more in postpurchase ∞ntext while internal
Subcategories were then exposure) standards used more before p町chase. Use of
identified as: product between-brandωmparisons inαeased a伽

category, product ty肘， purchase.
。ther brand, same brand,
internal, marketer, and
other standards.

Walker 1995 Predictive expectations-a NA· NA· Expectations will vary depending on the 延旦E

prediction about what is inthe ∞nsumption process. 白宫回到ageswere

likelyωhappen. identified.: pre-consumption ， ωnsumption ，

and post-consumption. Comparesω Gardial

et al. 1994 regarding "stage" classification.

Droge, Halstead, Comparison standards Two-wave self- Expectations, Overall satisfaction is influenced by
andMackoy may differ for "forced" administered desires, and satisfaction with chosen 组~nonchosen

1997 choice situations. Non- survey ∞mpetitive alternatives in addition ωexpectatio ns，

cbωenorωmpeting alternatives desires, and disconftrmation. Predictive
alternatives may serve as measured before expectations and desires were significantly
standards in additionω ∞nsumer decision. negatively related ωsatisfaction.

predictive expectations,
desires,and dis∞nfirma-

tion.
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Study

Woo命uff 1997

Oliver 1997

Oliver 1997

• NA Not Applicable

Conceptualization Research
Method

Comparison standards NA·
may be based on desired
cusωmer D1且草， with
preference for specific
attributes and
∞nsequences

Expectations 缸冒 NA·
primarily predictive
probabilities or
likeli由oodsof缸tore

events or product
院rformance. Multiple
expectations exist when
you factor in cusωmer

"level咱ιdesire" which
ranges 齿。m idealω

intolerable.

Equity, like disconfirma- NA·
tion, is acomparison pro田

cess which uses aprior
stand缸d forthe
∞mparison (p. 208)

Measurement
Timing

NA·

NA·

NA·

Research Findings

Cusω>mer form satisfaction judgments based
on how aproduct/service ∞m归resωtheir

pre-cons甜ucted desired value hierarchy.

Expectations may vary by level ofcertainty
wi伽 which they are held, knowability of
predicted outωme ， and degree ofpassivity.
Expectations have several different
ωmparative referen筒. but all be∞me
"channeled into expectations when the product
orserviωis purch部ed" (p. 68).

Equity uses other窜， inputs and outcomes 也能e

∞mparison standard and is used when
at位ibutes have fairness or preference
implications.

币Ie third and most important trend is the move away from a
single ∞mp缸ison standard (expectations) toward multiple
comparison stan也rds that might include expectations but
inco叩orate distinctly un问ues阳甸地部 well. For example,
w∞命耐:Cado伽 and Jenkins (1983) 曲st proposed a model
也atr叩1部ede鸡>ectations w抽 exnerience-based normsas the
consun睛's 蜘n也rd ofcomparison. Exp衍ience-based norms
take inωconsid衍ation that a∞Insumer'SP部t experience with
other brands in a product四tegory may influence satisfaction.
These norms are developed by either deriving "the typical
performance of a particular brand" or what might be "an
average performan臼 a consumer believes is typical ofa group
ofsimilar b帽n曲"(Cadotte， Woodru霄: and Jenkins 1987, p.
306). 咀ley found satisfaction models using experience-based
normsφ创 brand and product categorynorms) were better
predictors than models incorporating expectations.

Spreng and Olshavsky (1992, 1993) also tested alternative
comparison 创扭曲rds by using consumer d自跑皇臼 a

comparison standard in addition to expectations. Desires are
也e attributes and benefits that consumers believe willlead to
higher level values that comprise their life goals and guide
behavior. They 岛und that desires had a strong significant
impact on satisfaction, but expec倒ions did not. Tse and
Wilton (1988) also compared multiple comparison standards
(in additionωexpectations) and found differential effects on
satisfaction. Their results support Spreng and Olshavsky's in
that a desired or id臼.1 standard exhibited signficant effects on

sa也faction. Although Tse and Wilton refer to their s阳dard

臼缸 "ideal" (following Miller's notion of ideal expec倒ions) ，

both Miller's and Tse and Wilton's conceptualizations 町e

more closely aligned with the idea of desires. Clearly,
S饱ndardization in terminology is needed.

Equity has been proposed 臼 a potential comparison stan也rd

by some researchers (e.g., Tse and Wilton 1988; Oliver and
Swan 1989; Woodruffet aI. 1991). Equity generally refers t。

由e fairness or rightness of something in comparison to 0由er

entities. Homans (1961) defined equitable exchanges 臼

rewards which are proportional to inputs, leading ω 也e

development ofan equity equation-the ratio ofoutcomes to
inputs. 白lis evaluative process reg缸ds the "input" (however
conceptualized) 自由ereal ∞m阴阳ns阳dard. More recent
theoretical workalso posits that equity is a distinct cognition
involving different ∞mpara剑vere岳阳its (Oliver 1997). 白lat

is, equity is a缸里W ofcomparison rather than a comparison
mm!甜， similar in some ways to 也e disconftrmation pr∞ess.

As such, it affects satisfaction outcomes, but is not, per se, a
comparison standard itself. 白Ie actual standards used when
consumers use equity comparisons v配y depending on the
individual. In some cases, the standard used i沁s 世由Ie

ou~比c∞omeli恤npu川1此tra苟挝oofot由he衍rtl甜tra写a缸an臼sactio佣nS， ofot也he町r individuals,
of a prototypical character, of an average group, Or of any
entity with which one has dealings (Oliver 1997).
In addition, equity has not always been a consistently
significant predictor of satisfaction, particularly for products
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(e.g., Tse and Wilton 1988). 白le 0也er three comparison
standards have more ∞nsistentiy and directly influ晴need

satisfaction processes. In interpersonal service situations
(especially healthωr吟， equity does appe缸 to playa greater
role in satisfaction prediction than in traditional product or
non-interpersonal service contexts. For example, Oliver
(199η 缸gues that the equity comparison pro臼ss is prim缸ily

passive, be∞ming more influential in interpersonal social
exchanges (p. 208-209). Furthermore, he 缸'gues 也at equity
becomes relevant primarily "when perceived in叫uity exis旷

(p. 209). Thus, while Oliver notes that equity per，回ptionsm町

become more salient in influencing satisfaction, he also
di他rentiates equity comnarison 町'Ocessesftom~皿R旦旦旦

延皿d征坐 Ac∞rdingly ， equity is not included in the
propωed typology.

In summ缸y， Table 1 shows 也at the role of. comp笛ison

s饲n曲时sin回tisfaction re回缸'Chhas v缸ied widely. Howev，町，

the available research does reflect an emerging consensus
regarding three types of standards:eXDectations~也因四血=
based norms, and desires/ide哩Is.

Factors Influencing Use of Comparison Standards

Whichofthe世tree comparison血n也r也 isusedevenωallyby

a consumer may depend on several contingent factors. Table
2 provides a summ红Y of the consumer and sitUational
variables that impact the comp缸ison standards chosen by
consumers and used in their satisfaction 岛rmation processes.
This delineation is critical since empirical results (i.e.，也e

prediction of satisfaction) v缸y according to the standard
employed (see "Research Findings" portion of Table 1).
Differences have been found in the standards used across
varying product categories, information environments,
involvement levels, consumer experience levels, and
consumer processing levels. For example, Churchill and
Surprenanfs(1982) 阳dy found differences in consumers' use
ofexpectations depending on whether the product was durable
or nondurable. Cad创始， Woodru缸; and Jenkins (1987) 岛und

也at the evaluation standard used by consumers to determine
satisfaction "clearly depends on which restaurant setting is
being examined" (p. 312). In two out of three restaurant
settings, di能rent comparison standards (other than
expectations) explained their 也，ta.四 is confirmed their 1983
(Woo命u缸; Cado忧e and Jenkins) hypothesis that different
situations lead to different evoked product sets. 咀lis in tum
can lead to variation in the comparison standard used (and
ultimately its relationship with satisfaction). The
expectations!回tisfaction model provided 由e worst fit with the
data, yet other comparison standards were significant
predictors (best brand and product norm standards).

As noted earlier, recent research has 岛und differences in
standards used depending on the evaluation stage.

20 Journal ofMarketing THEORY AND PRACTICE

Expectations appear to be primarily a prepurchase
phenomenon which are signifiωnt in postpurchase evaluations
only under certain conditions; whereas experien臼-b部ed

norms (especially brand comparisons) and desires appear to
influence satisfaction processing primarily in postp町由出e

∞ntexts， a1也ough they may be 叩erational pre-choice as well.
This has impo由nt implications for the development of a
classification ofcomparison到and町ds.

TABLE2
SUMMARY OF CONTINGENT

FACTORS INFLUENCING USE OF
COMPARISON STANDARDS

Conditions When Adoption of Study AuthorslVear
Standard by Consumer is Likely
EXPECTATIONS
阶oduct or situational involvement Bolting and Woodruff 1988
islow Woodruff/Cado出IJenkins 1983

Information not readily available Anderson and Sullivan 1990
ωconsumers Oliver and Winer 1987

Information available is ambiguous LaTour and Peat 1979
Anderson and Sullivan 1990

Product is nondurable Churchill and Surprenant 1982

EXPERIENCE-BASED NORMS
Consumer f1缸niliarity or Gardial et aI. 1佣3

experi侃侃 with product category Cado出/Woodru ff/Jenkins 1987
is high WoodrufflCado饥elJenkins 1983

阶oduct or situational involvement Bolting andW∞druffl988

ishigh CadotteIW∞ drufflJenkins 1987

Product has already been Gardial et 乱 1994

purchased and used
Choice alternatives are either non- Gardial et aI. 1994
ωmparable or in∞mpletely

di能rent product categories
DESIRES
Consumer processes on ahigher Spreng and Olshavsky 1993
level ofthe means end hierarchy Gardial etal. 1993
(e.g., processing interms ofvalues Gardial et aI. 1994
rather
thana位ibutes)

Consum町、 goal is "ideal" Spreng and Olshavsky 1993
a衍ibute set Millerl997

Product has already been Spreng and Olshavsky 1992
purchωed Spreng and Olshavsky 1993
and used

THE PROPOSED TYPOWGY OF
c。如IPARISONSTANDARDS

Classification schemes are important frrst 蜘ps in theo叩

development because they 缸审 a primary means for organizing
phenomena 币unt 1983, p. 348). In marketing, classification
schemes of consumer complaining behaviors (Singh 1988)
and organizational buying decisions (Bunn 1993) have been
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proposed and tested recently. Even the classic 4P's
categorization ofmarke由19 decisions has been updated (van
Waterschoot and Van den Bulte 19但). As noted earlier，创Is

have been made for a typology of standards inorder to guide
future theory-building e的Irts.

The typology proposed here is theoretically derived rather
than empirically b臼ed (e.g., Hunt's notion of "logical
p笛创oning").τbe preceding review oftheories and empirical
findings served as the basis for the classification dimensions.
Since no existing typology of stan伽也 is available, the
typology is clearly somewhat exploratory in nature. Howev町，
it does integrate the wide body of literature on comparison
standards and should serve as a useful guide for future
research. Following Hunt's crit缸ia， an a'忧empt was madeω
make the categories collectively exhaustive while still
main国ningsomep邵阳ony. Some empty cells do exi吨 but

all categories are mutually exclusive. At the heart of the
typology are the three major comparison s阳1也r由，

e苟lee酬。时， experience-based norms, and desires. This base
W出也en expanded into several 0也er dimensions 岛Ir each of
the也ree types (see Figure 1). 白lese dimensions include:

1. 也e s饱四 of the comnarison made (prepurchase vs.
postpurchas啡，

2. the nature ofthe comnarison status(competitive vs.
non-competitive),

3. 也e 岛α1S ofanv comnetitive ∞>lDnarison(∞mpe也19

brand vs. product category),
4. the level_of abstraction ofthe comparison (attribute

四. overall or global),
5. the level of8Q''!I'eQ'8tion ofthe comparison 剖m也时

(individual-level vs. market-level),
6. the overall level or heiQ'htofthe s饲n也rd (high vs.

low).

Previously, standards were presumed to be formed
pre-choice and become operational post-choi臼且血g

exact same form. An "updating effect" on
expectations has been acknowledged, but this
adaptation was said to occur ilf监 each decision,not
立单单the same decision context (e.g., Oliver 1980,
1987; An也rson， Fornell and Lehmann 1994;
Johnson, Anderson and Fornell 1995). 币IUS， any
new classification system mustreflect this
fundamental structural issue.

It is possible 由at differences in inform甜on

availability (and consumer information utilization
s回tegies) in pre- versus posφ町ch出e contexts
account for some of the differences in pre- and
postpw咄臼e s阳ldarl也.白Ie type of information
availableωconsumers (or sought after by阳n)m町

V缸ybγ 剑age. Similarly, consumer ten缸nciesωuse

each information type may di能r from one phaseω
由e next. For 臼ample， consumer postpurch臼e

evaluations have been found less likely than their
prepurch臼e ∞unte叩缸ts ω be affected by
advertisements 但amins， Assael and Gra1lam 1990),
extrinsic cues such as brand names and ∞m位yof
origin (Tse and Gron 1992), andframin2 e仔bets

(Levin and Gaeth 1988). Postpurchase evaluations
町e 纱pically dominated by 创al (i.e., e呵rerience

based) infotmation (Smith 1993). This suggests that,
despite the summary in Table 2 which links
information issues to the use of expectations,
information u出ization may pI町 a role regardless of
也e comp缸ison standard used.

FlGUREl
A PROPOSED TYPOLOGY OF CONSUMER

COMPARISON STANDARDS

‘1\0__民甲._-曲回 h幽幽四"晶，跚跚啤峭』帽叩 0100""- 国........…............岛.-.‘ 腼晤...-..翩'帽·阳-圃倒胃 h咽曲』圃翩翩、圃'瞄...帽…-回』帽--晒.

Nature of the Comnarison Status (competitive vs.
non-competitive). By definition, experience-based
norms reflect comparison standar也 that are

Classification Bases

1. Comnarison staQ'e (pre- vs. postpurchase). The
recent work of Gardial et al. (1 993, 1994) h臼

established that postpurchase comparison stan也rds

are fundamentally differe旧金。m prepurchase
standards used by consumers. Relativeω 由e

prepurchase s饲且也r也 recalled by ∞nsumers，也e

postp咀rchase stan也rds shifted away from "internal
stan曲时s" or ideals and toward more frequent
between-brand comparisons. 白lis conc叩It is
supported by Spreng and OIshavsky (1992) 臼 well.

They found desiresωbe a significant determinant of
satisfaction only after也e produ币tw出 purchased and
used, whereas expectations were significant in prior
evaluations, i.e.，也e decision ωpurch臼e and use a
produ此白白白presents a major shi食 in the
conceptual泣ation of comp缸ison s阳ldards.

2.
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∞mpetitive due to their inherent 岛cus on the
ahemative brand(s) within也e product category (e.g.,
best brand or product category norms). As a result,
也e non-comnetitive branch of experience-b臼ed

norms represe础 an empty cell. 币lat is, experience
based norms are 吕立缸~ competitive; 也eo也町 two

stan也rd types (expectations and desires) could be
either competitive or noncompetitive in nature. For
example, a consumer's desire 岛r a healthy lifestyle
m町 result in a desire for a convenient, healthy, and
inexpensive岛odpr，ωu吼咀Ie consumer then 岛rms

a comp哑ison 阳也e Healthy Choice brand 企ozen

entrees, yet desires a more economical brand. The 4.
standard is a desire (attributes desired which are
consistent with a personal value-health), but is
formed in relation to a competing alternative. Of
course, if the standard of comparison is prior
exp衍ience with 也e~皿豆豆皿~ (a repeat p咄咄部队
for example)，让 could be argued that this type of
experience-based norm would fill the empty cell.

Comnetitive Focus (brand vs. product catego叩).

τ'his represents the focus or ta唱.et of a competitive
comparison--either an individual brand or the
product category臼 a whole. 白Ie product category
focus represents the average or typical b叩ld in 也e

indus町， ac∞rding to the consumer's evoked set
(e.g., Woodru缸~ Cadotte and Jenkins 1983).τbey

also argue that brand-based norms can be classified
furth町阳 include comp叮isons to a best brand, most
preferred brand, most recently used brand, or a brand 5.
used by a reference person. For parsimony，也is

fourth-level cl部sification is not in the proposed
typology, but their su也gestion raises an interesting
issue with respectωthe processing ofcompetitively-
based standards. Ifa single∞mpetitive brand comes
to mind, the consumer's comp缸ative processing of
thatbrand臼 a standard may be quite different from
the processing ofmultiple brands or the average or
typi臼lbrandw恤in也e larger category. In the latter
instances, additive or aver冠ging e能ets will occur
during processing. Processing a single brand
suggests a simpler, shorter, but perhaps more intense
processing effort. 咀Ie typology proposed here de
classifies experience-based norms (and other
∞mpetitively-basedcomparison standards) to more
precisely reflect processing differences when single
brand versus multiple brand (i.e., product category)
comp缸isons are made.

Furthermore, the experience-b臼ed norms construct
may be insufficient in capturing the totality ofbrand
and 臼.teg。可 comparisons. As noted earlier,
expectations and desires can be 岛rmed in relation to

competing alternatives. In this c部队 both
expectations and desires can 岛cus on either a single
brand or the product category臼 a whole. Gardial et
at. (1994) support也iscon臼pt， although they refer to
des让es or expectations about a product 臼tegory 描

"evaluative criteria" (p. 552). An example of a
product category-focused e鸡lectation would be, "I
believe the Taurus will get more miles per gallon
than any other car." A brand-focused expectation
would be, "I believe the Taurus will get more miles
per gallon than the Thunderbird."

Level of Abstraction(a伽ibute vs. overall). 白lis

categorization reflects differences in the level of
abstraction in consumer processing ofthe means唱nd
hierarchy (Gutman 1982), from lower levels
但由ibutes)ωoverall∞nsequences and values. 咀Ie

research ofGardial et at. (1993, 1994) and Spreng
and Olshavsky (1993) recognizes也e importance of
this distinction. For example, Gardial et at. (1994)
岛und that，臼∞nsumers move from pre- to
postpurchase pro臼ss闸， ashiftω，ward higher levels
oftheme缸lS-end hierarchy 0∞町s.τbis shift results
in comparisons to overall values, benefits, and
consequences rather than merely comparisons with
pr'叫uctat创butes. F町世lermo吼 since Oliver (1980),
researcher百 have found di能rences in the role of
expectations depending on whether they were
a由ibute or overall measures.

Level of Ae:lITee:ation(individual-level vs. market
level). A clear distinction between individual-level
expectations (or standards) and aggregate-level
expec倒ions is needed 岛r two reasons. First,
individual s阳ldar也 exhibit di能rent characteristics
than market-level standards. Individual e吨lectations

exhibit more psychological biases, change more
rapidly, and adaptωcurrent information more easily
than aggregate臼pectations (e.g.,And叫ider回n凡1， Fornel~,
and Lehmann 1994龟;John览so∞咀叽，And缸咱町rson凡I， and FornellIIl
1995匀). Market-level expectations typically mask
these individual-level di能rences and are there伽e

more "rational" in nature (Van Raaij 1989). 咀Ie

propensity forcontinual updating is an important
dis由lction sin臼批m町 indicate achange not only in
the level of the standard (rising or declining
expectations) but a change in 也e nature of the
standard itself (from e叩ectationsωexpe巾nce

based norms). Table 2 highlighted how the
町ailabilityof information and/or level ofexperience
with a product (i.e., "updating" opportuniti臼)may

influence the choice of standard.

22 Journal ofMarketing THEORY AND PRACTICE
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6.Overall Level or Hei l!:ht (high vs. low). 币lis last
category simply reflects whether the comp缸ison

stan也cd will be high or low relativeωeither some
objective measure (miles per gallon) or subjective
perception of the consumer. Conceivably,
consumers could have two different levels of the
same standard for the same product, one which is
high and another low, but this is unlikely.ηlis does
not mean that the comparison standard level cannot
be modified after 也e consumption experience (e.g.,
Halstead 1993) or change in form altogether (e.g.,
Gardial et 创. 1994). According tothe proposed
typolo町， however，也is would not represent the same
standard since posφurchase standards are considered
to be conceptually distinct 企'om prepurchase
阳n也cds. Consuming the product，岛rming a
satisfaction judgment, and possibly engaging in
complaining or other postchoice behaviors may all
serveωmodify the original comparison standard so
drastically that 批 loses theoretical meaning as a
prepurchase construct. However, an expectation
which is low and a desire which is high is clearly
possible.

Theory building research requires integration of study
concepts and results. When constructs and measures are not
consistent within a research area, integration and 也eory

building become more difficult; some standardization or
consensus regarding key constructs is crucial. The proposed
typology attempts to begin a standardization process based on
the extant comparison standards literature. The review and
typology also suggest several things for both satisfaction
thω可 and management.

m征PLICATIONS FOR SATISFACTION THEORY

One implication of the typology is the positioning of the
disωnfirmation paradigm within the realm of satisfaction
the。可. Expectancy-disconfirmation theory has been limited
by the traditional view 也就 disconfirmation explains how
pre.purchase evaluations (e.怠， expectations) influence
p臼tp咄咄画eevalu甜。ns (e.g., disconfrrmation, satisfaction).
Yet evidence suggests 也就 some standards are constructed
postchoice 阮忠， GardiaI1993， 1994).ηlis may be especially
likelywhenωnsumers are unfamiliar with a product category
and therefore are unable to form prepurchase expectations
(McGill 缸ldIa∞bucci 1991; Halstead, Hartman and Schmidt
1994). Alternatively, some comparis。但 S侃nd缸ds are formed
prechoice but are modified substantially postchoice by other
po喝，tpurch臼e experiences (what Halstead (1993) refers to 挝

、审时eved expectations"). Accordingly, disconfrrmation
theo叩 should be broadened to include Dostnurchase
皇坦坦延坦~aswell.

Continued measurement ofprechoice expectations as the sole
comparison standard will limit the usefulness and
predictability of satisfaction models. In particular, the
theoretical structures within these models may be adversely
affected because of the inability of one standard (such as
expectations) to 鱼 adequately capture consumer evaluation
processes.

MANAGERIALIMPLICATIONS

To positively influence consumer satisfaction levels,
marketing managers and policy makers will need to address
the issue of comparison s饭ndards as well. One implication
relates to how indus町 satisfaction studies are reviewed and
interpreted. For example, this research suggests that caution
should be exercised with respectωcomparing research
fmdings which are really noncomparable (e.g., comparing
expectations-based studies with desires-based studies). As
noted by Woodruff and .colleagues, the interpretation of
standards research (and satisfaction scores) will be highly
dependent upon 伽e nature of the standards employed in the
studies. Satisfaction scores often v缸y depending on the
s阳ldard used in the data collection process (Woodruff 1993),
so survey instruments which 臼p 也e盟E幽幽 comparison

s阳时缸d for a given situation will be needed.

币le factors presented in Table 2 are only a beginning.
Managers could bene甜食omresearch .that uncovers the
appropriate standard(s) for each usage c()ntext. Full-scale
studies may be more complex, time-conSuming,and e鸡)eDsive

than managers are willing to attempt, but pretesting could
uncover the most frequently used comparison standards in a
given situation. It is likely 伽t academic researchers will need
ωlead knowledge development in 由is 缸回. Possible research
would include studies of comparison standards used by
customers under various purch臼e situations, involvement
levels, and other consumer and marketplace characteristics.
Product category studies may be especially helpful for 曲ms

a伽:mp出gωimprove their consumer回tisfaction progr在msor

achieve certain 跑出faction targets. One guide may be the in
formation utilization hypo也esis discussed 回clier. 咀lis notion
sugge白白at managers need to measure customer information
levels, information usage strategies, or experience levels with
various product categories and brands in order' to predict
comparison s阳ldard choice.

Perhaps the most valuable managerial use ofthis typology will
be in the development ofvarious promotional strategies such
as personal selling campaigrtS or comp缸刽ive advertising.
Comparative advertising is advertising which directly or
indirectly names,shows,or refers to (;呻 competingbrand(s) in
attempts to better position the seller's brand. In也is respect,
comparative advertising has many similarities to other
consumer∞mparison processes (i.e., discon甜mation).ηtis
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will be especially true when consumers use experience-based

nonns or other competitively-based stan也rds. Comparative

advertising campaigns may be most effective when the

S严。ific advertising claims and comparisons made are matched

to the consumer's comparison 到扭曲rd伽阳也皿~orm强皿

S血gm:y) and level 但缸ib监 orQY盟ill. Inconsistencies in

message content or message structure (with regard to the

internal comp缸ison standard used by the consumer) may

inhibit processing of the comp缸ative ad, thereby decreasing

effectiveness. Again, understanding the specific comparison

s阳1也rdsusedbya旬rgetmarket will be needed, so it may be

some time before 也is infonnation is collected and used

regularly. Often, however, considerable consumer research is

conducted when fInDs develop long-tenn advertising

campaigns, so studies of comparison standards could be

developed in conjunction with these efforts.

Research is needed on the impact of various consumer

infonnation utilization strategies on阳 pos础。ice evaluation

process. For example, do consumers use one kind of

infonnation to fonn experience-b部ed nonns and other

infonnation to develop expectations? How 缸'e different

s阳Idards retained in consumers' memory structures? What

happens when∞nsumers replace one standard with another?

How does the initial standard (i.e.，位Ie standard employed in
a prepurchase context) affect the choice or development of

later standards (i.e., in postpurchase stages)? Finally,
empirical validation ofthe typology proposed here is an

important next step.
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